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Schools Busted Promoting Islam
From FreedomProject Media:

Government schools in Michigan are under
fire after an investigation by the Thomas
More Law Center, a non-profit legal group,
exposed a massive taxpayer-funded
propaganda program glorifying Islam and
denigrating Christianity. Teachers were
targeted in the controversial scheme, with
the expectation that they would pass the lies
on to their students.

The investigation began after TMLC discovered that teachers were being forced to take a two-day
“training seminar” on Islam. The program, run by a Muslim “consultant” and self-proclaimed “social
justice” advocate, bombarded hundreds of public-school teachers with anti-American and anti-Christian
extremism masquerading as “culturally responsive teaching.”

Among other concerns, the training program was “riddled with falsehoods and errors of omission that
were clearly meant to deceive,” the Law Center explained. For instance, there was no truthful
information provided to teachers on either jihad (holy war) or Sharia (Islamic) law, which are two of the
cornerstones of Islam.

Teachers were told that while the Bible had been changed, the Koran had come straight from Allah to
Muhammad. “Her message was clear: The Koran is superior to the Bible,” the Thomas More Law Center
explained in a statement about its findings, adding that the Muslim “consultant” was paid $2,500 per
day to indoctrinate teachers.

The “consultant,” Huda Essa, also dismissed concerns about terrorism, saying it had nothing to do with
Islam. Perhaps not surprisingly, the program also taught Michigan teachers that white Christian males
were more dangerous to the public than Islamic extremists whose holy book commands them to wage
never-ending war against infidels. Essa accused America of “genocide,” too, while ignoring Islam’s 1400
year history of exterminating non-Muslims across the Middle East and North Africa, TMLC said.

“We found that the teachers were subjected to two days of Islamic propaganda, where Islam was
glorified, Christianity disparaged, and America bashed,” said Richard Thompson, president and chief
counsel of the Law Center, after the investigation was completed. “This type of infiltration amounts to
an Islamic Trojan horse within our public-school systems. No other religion gets this kind of special
treatment in our schools.”

To read the rest of the article, click here.
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